CORRIGENDUM

To
1-3) The Sub-Divisional Officer (All)
4-22) The Block Development Officer (All)

Sub:- Change of Ground in place of DSA Ground to Chandmari Ground near Police line, Suri, for selection of 75 (Seventy five) Civil Defence Volunteers for the post of A.F.O w.e.f. 22.08.2017 to 24.08.2017.

Ref:- This office memo no.- 131(25)/CD dated-20.07.2017.

In the above reference memo a Notice has been published and sent to him for wide publication/Circulation among the Civil Defence Volunteers in this District for Physical Test for Selection of 75 (Seventy five) Civil Defence Volunteers for the post of 25 (Twenty five) A.F.O w.e.f. 22.08.2017 to 24.08.2017 in the DSA Ground, Suri, Birbhum. But it is learnt from the letter of the Hony-General Secretary, DSA, Suri, that the ground may not be spare for that purpose.

So, the Physical Test & Selection ground is change to the Chandmari Ground near Police line, Suri, Birbhum, in place of DSA Ground, Suri, Birbhum, w.e.f. 22.08.2017 to 24.08.2017 for that purpose other programme will be held as per above reference memo.

He is requested for wide Circulation among the Civil Defence Volunteers of the above information, So that they may avail the scope.

Copy forwarded to the DIO, NIC, Birbhum for information with request for wide publication of the above information in the website.